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For CTR prediction 
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Problem
For a given query-ad pair, what is the probability of a 
click?

P[click|query, ad]

ex: what is the probability of click for 

query="buy car"  -  ad= "Toyota"



Problem
❖ We consider the case of text Ads but the work can easily 

be applied to product Ads.



Related Work

❖ Established hand-crafted features for Sponsored Search

❖ Deep Similarity Learning

❖ Deep Character-level Models



Related Work
❖ Hand-crafted features for sponsored Search [6]



Related Work
❖ Deep Similarity Learning

❖ Deep Intent: Zhai et al.[2] aimed to solve query-ad relevance problem. Query and Ad 
vectors are learnt using LSTMs. Inputs of LSTMs are pre-trained word vectors. Cosine 
similarity between ad and vectors represent the similarity score between query and ad 
couple.

❖ Search2Vec: Grbovic et al.[1] proposed a method that learn a vector for each query and 
each ad. Score for the query-ad pair is obtained through cosine similarity. 

❖ Drawbacks of X2Vec approaches:

❖ Coverage: Misspelling, Cold Cases

❖ Dictionary: Storage, Update

❖ Weakly supervised



Related Work
❖ Deep Similarity Learning

❖ Hu et al. [3] also propose to directly capture the similarity between two sentences 
without explicitly relying on semantic vector representations. This model works 
at the word level, but is targeting matching task as: sentence completion, match- 
ing a response to a tweet, and paraphrase identification. 



Related Work
❖ Deep Character Models

❖ “We believe this is a first evidence that 
a learning machine does not require 
knowledge about words, phrases, 
sentences, paragraphs or any other 
syntactical or semantic structures to 
understand text. That being said, we 
want to point out that ConvNets by 
their design have the capacity to learn 
such structured knowledge.” Zhang 
et al. [4]



Motivation
❖ Recent progress at Character-level Language Models

❖ Drawbacks of existing approaches

❖ Idea: Leverage Character-level approaches and click 
data to learn the query-ad language from scratch



Contributions

1. We are first to learn the textual similarity between two 
pieces of text (i.e., query and ad) from scratch, i.e., at 
the character level.

2. We are first to learn to directly predict the click-
through rate in the context of sponsored search without 
any feature engineering. 



Research Questions

1. Can we automatically learn representations for query-ad pairs 
without any feature engineering in order to predict the CTR in 
sponsored search? 

2. How does the performance of a character-level deep learning model 
differ from a word-level model for CTR prediction? 

3. How do the introduced character-level and word-level deep learning 
models compare to baseline models (Search2Vec, and hand-crafted 
features with logistic)?

4. Can the proposed models improve the CTR prediction model running 
in the production system of a popular commercial search engine? 
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❖ DeepWordMatch



Deep CTR Modeling
Loss Function

L =

X

q a:cq a=1

log pq a +

X

q a:cq a=0

log(1� pq a)

pq a

cq a

prediction of the model for query q and ad a

ground truth click query q and ad a



Input Representation

❖ Queries are normalized. For ads, normalized title, description and url.

❖ Both query and ad is zero padded text with fixed length, where

❖ Fixed query length, lq =35

❖ Fixed ad length, la =140

❖ Both query and ad are vectorized considering a constant vocabulary size |V| = 77

❖ Dimension of query: lq  x |V|

❖ Dimension of ad:      la  x |V| = 140x77



Input Representation
Input Representation



Deep CTR Modeling

Key Components of Proposed Models

❖ Temporal Convolution 

❖ Temporal Max-Pooling

❖ Fully Connected Layer



Deep CTR Modeling

❖ DeepCharMatch

❖ DeepWordMatch



Query ad Ad Blocs aim to 
produce higher level 

representations for query and ad.

DeepCharMatch



Convolutional Block 



Cross-convolution Operator aims 
to capture possible intra-word 

and intra-sentence relationships 
between query and ad.

DeepCharMatch



Final Bloc models the relationship 
between the query and the ad.
Outputs the final prediction for 

CTR of query and ad pair.

DeepCharMatch



DeepWordMatch
Input Representation

❖ Queries are normalized. For ads, normalized title, description and url.

❖ Both query and ad is zero padded text with fixed length, where

❖ Fixed query length, dq = 7

❖ Fixed ad length, da = 40

❖ Both query and ad are vectorized considering a constant vocabulary size obtained 
by GloVe [6] where dimensions of the vectors dw = 50.

❖ Dimension of query: dq  x dw

❖ Dimension of ad:      da  x dw



DeepWordMatch
Model Architecture

❖ Consists of a cross-convolution operator ended by a final bloc capturing the 
commonalities between the query and the ad. 

❖ Ad and query matrixes consist of pre-trained word vectors directly feed into cross-
convolution operator. 

❖ Except those points, the architecture of DeepWordMatch is equivalent to the 
architecture of DeepChar- Match. 
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Experiments
Experimental Setup - Dataset
❖ We randomly sample 1.5 Billion query-ad pairs served by a popular commercial 

search engine. Dates: August 6 to September 5, 2016. 

❖ We only consider the sponsored ads that are shown in the north of the search result 
pages.

❖ We randomly sample the test set that consists of about 27 millions query-ad pairs 
without any page position restriction. Dates: September 6 to September 20, 2016.



Experiments
Experimental Setup - Dataset Characteristics

Figure 1: Distribution of impressions in the test set with respect to query, ad, and query-ad 
frequencies computed on six months (The frequencies are normalized by the maximum 
value in each subplot). 



Experiments
Experimental Setup - Baselines
❖ Feature-engineered logistic regression (FELR). We use the 185 state-of-the-art 

features designed to capture the pairwise relationship between a query and the 
three different components in a textual ad, i.e., its title, description, and display 
URL. These features are explained in details in [6] and are achieving state-of-the-art 
results in relevance prediction for sponsored search. Model also optimizes cross-
entropy loss function.

❖ Search2Vec. It learns semantic embeddings for queries and ads from search 
sessions, and uses the cosine similarity between the learnt vectors to measure the 
textual similarity between a query and an ad. This approach leads to high-quality 
query-ad matching in sponsored search. It is not trained to predict CTR therefore 
this approach can be considered as weakly-supervised.



Experiments
Experimental Setup - Baselines
❖ Production Model: CTR prediction model in the production system of a popular 

commercial search engine. Model is a machine learning model trained with a rich 
set of features, including click features, query features, ad features, query-ad pair 
features, vertical features, contextual features such as geolocation or time of the day, 
and user features. Model also optimizes cross-entropy loss function.

❖ Our aim is to observe possible contribution of DeepCharMatch and 
DeepWordMatch. To observe, we basically averaged the prediction of 
Production Model with DeepCharMatch and DeepWordMatch. They are 
represented as 

❖ DCP := (PredDeepCharMatch+PredProductionModel) / 2

❖ DWP := (PredDeepWordMatch+PredProductionModel) / 2



Experiments
Experimental Setup - Evaluation Metrics

❖ Area under the ROC curve: AUC: It measures whether the clicked ad impressions 
are ranked higher than the non-clicked ones. e perfect ranking has an AUC of 1.0, 
while the average AUC for random rankings is 0.5. 



Experiments
Experimental Setup - Experimental Platform

❖ Tensorflow Distributed on Spark

❖ Async training on multiple GPUs

❖ Optimizer: Adam Optimizer

❖ Minibatch size = 64



Experiments
❖ Experimental Results - Research Questions
❖ Can we automatically learn representations for query-ad pairs without any feature 

engineering in order to predict the CTR in sponsored search? 

❖ How does the performance of the character-level deep learning model differ from the 
word-level model for CTR prediction? 

❖ How do the introduced character-level and word-level deep learning models 
compare to the baseline models?



Experiments

Table 1: AUC of DeepCharMatch, DeepWordMatch, Search2Vec and FELR.

Experimental Results - Research Question {1,2,3}



Experiments

Figure 2: Cumulative AUC by query, ad, and query-ad frequency for DeepCharMatch, 
DeepWordMatch, Search2Vec and FELR. Frequencies are normalized by the maximum 
value in each subplot. For each bin, the number of impressions used to compute AUC is 
reported in Figure 1. Cumulative means that at x the plot reports AUC of points whose 

frequency is lower than x. 

Experimental Results - Research Question {1,2,3}



Experiments

Table 2: AUC of DeepCharMatch, DeepWordMatch, Search2Vec and FELR, on tail, torso, 
and head of the query, ad, and query- ad frequency distributions. Tail stands for 

normalized frequency nf < 10 -6 , torso for  10 -6 < nf < 10 -2 , and head for nf > 10 -2 . 

Experimental Results - Research Question {1,2,3}



Experiments

Figure 3: AUC of DeepCharMatch and DeepWordMatch by number of training points. 

Experimental Results - Research Question {1,2,3}



Experiments
❖ Experimental Results - Research Questions
❖ Can the proposed models improve the CTR prediction model running in the 

production system of a popular commercial search engine? 



Experiments

Table 2: Relative AUC Improvement in % of DCP over Production model. 

Experimental Results - Research Question 4



Experiments

Figure 4: Cumulative relative improvements of DCP and DWP over Production model in 
terms of %AUC. Frequencies are normalized by the maximum value of each subplot. For 

each bin, the number of impressions used to compute AUC is reported in Figure 1. 
Cumulative means that at x the plot reports relative improvements of points whose 

frequency is lower than x. 

Experimental Results - Research Question 4



Experiments

Table 3: Relative AUC Improvements in % of DCP and DWP over Production , on tail, 
torso, and head of the query, ad, and query- ad frequency distributions. Tail stands for 

normalized frequency nf < 10 -6 , torso for  10 -6 < nf < 10 -2 , and head for nf > 10 -2 . 

Experimental Results - Research Question 4



Questions

Thank you!
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